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Efforts aimed at securing safe human life environment are taking more and more significant
place in the RF public policy sphere practical steps are being made for the purpose of
environmental remediation, including scheduled life cycle completion of a number of nuclear-
and radiation hazardous engineering objects Currently nuclear subs decommissioning and
dismantling is being carried out as well as decommissioning of research reactors in various
cities of the country A number of industrial sites have already been cleaned up in some places
restoration works are on remediation of the reactor sites and former naval technical service
bases is being planned

Whereas nuclear reactors for various purposes spent nuclear fuel and radwaste storage facilities
have safe and reliable physical protection trained personnel and armguard so that the risk of the
objects eventual effects on the natural environment and the population in adjacent areas is well
predicted at any stage of their life cycle be it regular operation shutdown dismantling or site
remediation, such components of the radiation legacy as radioactively contaminated sites and
radionuchde ionizing radiation sources, though so different by nature but equally bearing
radiation threat, cause well explainable public anxiety Their specific character lies not only in
the fact that they are often not guarded in a proper way but also in the great extent to which they
are spread geographically In order to prevent non sanctioned access to such kind of objects and
eventual exposure of the population an institutional control system (ICS) should be set up for
the radiation risk sources The ICS has very much in common for various types of the radiation
hazardous objects and it should include such constituents as regulatory and normative
documentation environmental (radiation inclusive) monitoring arrangement radioactive
materials and radioactive wastes control and accounting ensuring of civil security (physical
protection warning) and decision making information support

The ICS forms and limits can be essentially different for different objects but they should
strictly correspond to general requirements and approaches which are determined by the
legislator and regulated by norms and rules of respective bodies of the executive power

The ultimate goal of the ICS is minimization of radiation effect on the population and the natural
environment
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